HBC radio controls
for

firefighting equipment.

Quality in Control.

www.hbc-radiomatic.com

2 | SAFETY & EFFICIENCY

Crucial advantages
in the field.
From automatic water guns to electronically controlled foam mixture: state-of-the-art
equipment is used by virtually all areas of firefighting technology today. The working
environment is often extreme: life-threatening temperatures, toxic gases, and dangers
of explosion in areas with limited overview present personnel with enormous challenges where every second counts. It is exactly in situations like these that HBC radio
controls offer crucial advantages.

Mobility and safety without distracting cables.
Thanks to our wireless control devices, operators are completely mobile at all times.
They can freely move within the working area and operate the equipment from a safe
location with a good overview of the situation. At the same time, the STOP switch is
always at hand allowing for a quick stop of machine functions in emergencies without
any loss of time. Furthermore, accident risks are prevented since there is no cable
that could pose a tripping hazard.

Efficient and time-saving.
HBC radio controls are carried directly by the operator and are always at hand,
but never in the way. From his location, the operator can thus activate all machine
functions and perform other duties when he is not operating the radio control.

All functions from a single source.
Owing to high-performance transmission technology and sophisticated electronics,
most machine functions can now be controlled from a single and handy control device.
The operator always has the important things right in his hands. This facilitates co
ordination and can save valuable seconds in an emergency.

3 | EXPERIENCE

HBC-radiomatic.
The experts for wireless control
of firefighting equipment.
For many years, HBC-radiomatic has been one of the worldwide leading specialized
suppliers of wireless controls for firefighting equipment. Our products are proven
time and time again and are used in a great variety of applications.
The scope ranges from large multifunctional fire trucks to automatic fire extinguisher
installations in industrial facilities and landfills. HBC radio controls also play an important part in the training of fire fighters. The convenient controls are for example used
in numerous fire simulators all over Europe.
A glance at our customer list shows how much the products from our family-run
company in Crailsheim / Germany are in demand. For many years, we have worked
closely with many different renowned manufacturers in this industry as well as fire
services and fire departments, for example at companies or at airports. In addition,
many voluntary fire departments benefit from the advantages of our controls.

Ideal application fields
•
•
•
•
•

Cable winches.
Light towers.
Cranes.
Water guns.
Pumps.

•
•
•
•
•

Foam addition.
Foam tank selection.
Flow control.
Hydraulic drives.
and many more.

4 | QUALITY

The HBC headquarters in Crailsheim.

The HBC components production in Crailsheim.

First-class products
"made in Germany"!

HBC joysticks: proven for decades.

Since the company’s foundation in 1947, HBC-radiomatic stands for excellent quality
"made in Germany". More than 90 percent of the components used in a HBC radio
control come from our own production sites in Crailsheim. In the last few years, they
have been continuously expanded, making sure that all aspects of quality are in control
at all times.
As a result, the customer can always completely rely on his HBC radio control system.
The exceptional robustness of our housings, the reliable electronics, and operating
elements proven for decades ensure a long lifecycle, even in the harshest of environments.

Reliable electronics from our own production.

Parts of the quality standard of our premium products include the enormous heat
resistance and protection against spray water. With these features, even the base
models of the controls are perfectly fit for firefighting equipment.

Many functions on a single device.

5 | KNOW-HOW

Qualified personnel produce our renowned HBC quality.

Competence and experience
for our customers.
Firefighting equipment is a highly sensitive area with high demands on quality and strict
legal requirements. This is why it is highly important to have competent and reliable
partners at your side.

Competent project teams design customerspecific products that fit perfectly.

For many decades, HBC-radiomatic has produced first-class radio systems for
firefighting equipment applications. The experienced engineers at the HBC development centre are perfectly familiar with the technical and legal requirements and know
first-hand what matters in a fire operation. Some of our employees are themselves
active in volunteer fire departments and their practical experience provides continuous
ideas for the development of products that are tailored to the needs of firefighting
equipment.
Produced at our modern site in Crailsheim. With more than 350 qualified employees
making sure that all systems meet the high demands of quality which is synonomous
with our products.
The electronic design is made at the HBC
development center.

6 | VERSATILITY

A glance at the HBC product range.

Unlimited
possibilities.
From large multifunctional fire trucks to automatic fire extinguisher installations in
industrial facilities and fire simulators: HBC radio controls are used in many different
areas of firefighting equipment.
In this field, we do not offer off-the-shelf solutions. Each system is individually
designed to meet the requirements of the customer. A wide range of base models,
operating elements and additional features, some of which have been specifically
designed for this type of equipment, are available.

Perfect visibility in low light.

A good example is the front panel lighting. In areas with limited light, the operator
can simply switch on several LEDs in the roll-over bar of the transmitter by pushing
a button or flipping a switch. The operating elements are at once perfectly visible
and possible dangers that would result from a mis-operation of the control caused
by bad visibility, can be prevented.
In addition to this, a wide range of clever safety features such as radiomatic®
shock-off / roll-detect / zero-g are part of our product range. HBC radio systems
are also available with many common interfaces such as CANopen Safety and
special versions for potentially explosive environments.

The feedback functionality allows for useful
information to be displayed by LCD.

7 | OPERATING COMFORT

HBC radio systems –
easy to handle, comfortable to carry.
HBC radio controls are perfectly fit for long and demanding operations. The comfortable carrying methods make
sure that operators can focus on their tasks and work for several hours without getting tired. Depending on the
application and the wishes of the customer, the controls can be carried with a hip belt, a shoulder or neck strap,
being always at hand but never in the way.
As a standard, HBC radio systems are delivered with 2 high-performing, rechargeable NiMH batteries. They enable
a long, continuous use without having to replace them. If needed, the renowned exchange battery system allows
for a fast and simple battery exchange to make the control available with full power again.

For especially long, interruption-free operations, we have developed radiomatic® CPS (Continuous Power Supply).
With this option, the operator can replace the battery without interrupting power. The transmitter has two battery
compartments to achieve this. If a battery needs to be replaced, the feature automatically switches over to the
battery in the second compartment. The radio system remains active. By means of two LEDs, the operator knows
at all times which battery is being used and if a battery needs to be replaced.

Battery exchange without
power interruption with
radiomatic® CPS.

8 | SERVICE

Customer service –
fast and personal.
Choosing a radio system by HBC-radiomatic is a decision for longevity and quality. If
one of our products should not work perfectly, you can rely on HBC-radiomatic as well.
After all, our customer service does not end with the delivery of the radio system.
More than 30 global service partners ensure that potential downtime is reduced to
a minimum. Our renowned 48-hour-service is only one example. And if the matter is
critical, we can send our technicians directly to site.
But our definition of customer service does not end there: in our own training center, we
explain the technical basics and functions of our radio systems, and instruct on the appropriate installation and maintenance of our systems. All of this means customer service
at an exceptional high level.

The HBC service stations ensure fast
and reliable customer support.

Your reliable HBC contact:
HBC-radiomatic GmbH
Haller Strasse 45 – 53
74564 Crailsheim
GERMANY

Phone: +49 7951 393-0
Fax:
+49 7951 393-50
info@radiomatic.com

You will find a summary of our worldwide sales
and service contacts on our website at

www.hbc-radiomatic.com
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The mobile HBC service helps in express speed.

